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ABSTRACT: The architecture of two-tiered sensor networks, where storage nodes serve as an intermediate tier between
sensors and a sink for storing data and processing queries, has been widely adopted because of the benefits of power and
storage saving for sensors as well as the efficiency of query processing. However, the importance of storage nodes also
makes them attractive to attackers. SecureQ Proto-filter acts as protocol as well as filter. SecureQ prevents attackers from
gaining information from both sensor collected data and sink issued queries. To improve performance, SecureQ will be used
to reduce the communication cost between sensors and storage nodes. SecureQ also allows a sink to detect compromised
storage nodes when they misbehave. To preserve privacy, SecureQ uses a novel technique to encode both data and queries
such that a storage node can correctly process encoded queries over encoded data without knowing their values. To preserve
integrity, Truth confirmation algorithm to generate integrity verification information so that a sink can use this information
to verify whether the result of a query contains exactly the data items that satisfy the query.
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processing becomes more efficient because the sink
only communicates with
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been
widely deployed for various applications, such as
environment sensing, building safety monitoring,
earthquake prediction, etc. Two-tiered sensor network
architecture is that in which storage nodes gather data
from nearby sensors and answer queries from the sink
of the network. The storage nodes serve as an
intermediate tier between the sensors and the sink for
storing data and processing queries.

Fig 1.1 Architecture of two-tiered sensor networks

Storage nodes bring three main benefits to
sensor networks. First, sensors save power by sending
all collected data to their closest storage node instead
of sending them to the sink through long routes.
Second, sensors can be memory-limited because data
are mainly stored on storage nodes. Third, query
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storage nodes for queries. The inclusion of storage
nodes also brings significant security challenges. As
storage nodes store data received from sensors and
serve as an important role for answering queries, they
are more vulnerable to be compromised, especially in
a hostile environment.
A compromised storage node imposes
significant threats to a sensor network. First, the
attacker may obtain sensitive data that has been, or
will be, stored in the storage node. Second, the
compromised storage node may return forged data for
a query.
Third, this storage node may not include all data items
that satisfy the query.Therefore, to design a protocol
that prevents attackers from gaining information from
both sensor collected data and sink issued queries,
which typically can be modeled as range queries, and
allows the sink to detect compromised storage nodes
when they misbehave.
For privacy, compromising a storage node
should not allow the attacker to obtain the sensitive
information that has been, and will be, stored in the
node, as well as the queries that the storage node has
received, and will receive. Note the queries from the
sink as confidential because such queries may leak
critical information about query issuers’ interests,
which need to be protected especially in military
applications.
For integrity, the sink needs
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to detect whether a query result from a storage node
includes forged data items or does not include all the
data that satisfy the query. There are two key
challenges in solving the privacy and integritypreserving range query problem.
First, a storage node needs to correctly
process encoded queries over encoded data without
knowing their actual values. Second, a sink needs to
verify that the result of a query contains all the data
items that satisfy the query and does not contain any
forged data. In this project, SecureQ, a novel privacyand integrity-preserving range query Proto-filter for
two-tiered sensor networks. To preserve privacy,
SecureQ uses a novel technique to encode both data
and queries such that a storage node can correctly
process encoded queries over encoded data without
knowing their actual values.
To preserve integrity, Truth confirmation
algorithm to generate integrity verification information
so that a sink can use this information to verify
whether the result of a query contains exactly the data
items that satisfy the query.
Furthermore, a solution to adapt SecureQ for
event-driven sensor networks, where a sensor submits
data to its nearby storage node only when a certain
event happens and the event may occur infrequently.
SecureQ provides significantly better security and
privacy. While prior art allows a compromised storage
node to obtain a reasonable estimation on the value of
sensor collected data and sink issued queries, SecureQ
makes such estimation very difficult.
Second, SecureQ delivers orders of
magnitude better performance on both power
consumption and storage space for multidimensional
data, which are most common in practice as most
sensors are equipped with multiple sensing modules
such as temperature, humidity, pressure, etc.

such networks are used in many industrial and
consumer applications, such as industrial process
monitoring and control, machine health monitoring,
and so on.
Potential applications of sensor networks
include:























But wireless sensor networking has
a bright future in the field of computer
networking because we can solve the monitoring
problems at an advanced level in the future with
the help of such technology of networking.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Objective
The main objective of the project is to
develop a secure and efficient query processing and to
achieve Data privacy, Query privacy and Integrity
preserving with low communication cost in two tier
sensor networks.SecureQ will be used to preserve
privacy and to reduce communication cost
simultaneously.

B. Scope
The scope of the project is to achieve
Confidential communication and secret data storing,
Protection of data alteration. The development of
wireless sensor networks was motivated by military
applications such as battlefield surveillance; today
Copyright to IJARCCE

Industrial automation
Automated and smart homes
Video surveillance
Traffic monitoring
Medical device monitoring
Monitoring of weather conditions
Air traffic control
Robot control.
Area monitoring
Environmental/Earth monitoring
Air quality monitoring
Environmental magnitudes
Gas & particle concentration
Ambient monitoring
Air pollution monitoring
Forest fire detection
Water quality monitoring
Industrial monitoring
Machine health monitoring
Industrial sense and control applications
Greenhouse monitoring
Smart home monitoring

A. Privacy and Integrity Preserving in WSNs
Privacy- and integrity-preserving range queries in
WSNs have drawn people’s attention recently. Fei
Chen and Alex X. Liu proposed a scheme to preserve
the privacy and integrity of range queries in sensor
networks.They introduced SafeQ protocol[2] to
preserve privacy, Neighborhood chain and Merkle
Hash tree to preserve integrity, Bloom filter has
introduced to reduce communication between sensors
and storage node.
The main issues,there is separate
entities for each and every operartion and the cost of
bloom filter is high.
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III. MODELS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. System Model
A Two-tired sensor network consists of three
types of nodes: sensors, storage nodes, and a sink.
Sensors are inexpensive sensing devices with limited
storage and computing power. They are often
massively distributed in a field for collecting physical
or environmental data, e.g., temperature. Storage
nodes are powerful wireless devices that are equipped
with much more storage capacity and computing
power than sensors. Each sensor periodically sends
collected data to its nearby storage node. The sink is
the point of contact for users of the sensor network.
Each time the sink receives a question from a user, it
first translates the question into multiple queries and
then disseminates the queries to the corresponding
storage nodes, which process the queries based on
their data and return the query results to the sink. The
sink unifies the query results from multiple storage
nodes into the final answer and sends it back to the
user.

B. Threat Model
For a two-tiered sensor network, we assume that the
sensors and the sink are trusted, but the storage nodes
are not. In a hostile environment, both sensors and
storage nodes can be compromised. If a sensor is
compromised, the subsequent collected data of the
sensor will be known to the attacker, and the
compromised sensor may send forged data to its
closest storage node. It is extremely difficult to prevent
such attacks without the use of tamper-proof hardware.
However, the data from one sensor constitute a small
fraction of the collected data of the whole sensor
network. Therefore, we mainly focus on the scenario
where a storage node is compromised. Compromising
a storage node can cause much greater damage to the
sensor network than compromising a sensor. After a
storage node is compromised, the large quantity of
data stored on the node will be known to the
attacker, and upon receiving a query from the sink, the
compromised storage node may return a falsified result
formed by including forged data or excluding
legitimate data. Therefore, attackers are more
motivated to compromise storage nodes.

C. . Problem Statement
The fundamental problem for a two-tired sensor
network is the following: How can we design the
storage scheme and the query protocol in a privacyCopyright to IJARCCE

and integrity-preserving manner? A satisfactory
solution to this problem should meet the following two
requirements.
1) Data and query privacy: Data privacy means that
a storage node cannot know the actual values of sensor
collected data. This ensures that an attacker cannot
understand the data stored on a compromised storage
node. Query privacy means that a storage node cannot
know the actual value of sink issued queries. This
ensures that an attacker cannot understand, or deduce
useful information from, the queries that a
compromised storage node receives.
2) Data integrity: If a query result that a storage
node sends to the sink includes forged data or excludes
legitimate data, the query result is guaranteed to be
detected by the sink as invalid. Besides these two hard
requirements, a desirable solution should have low
power and space consumption because these wireless
devices have limited resources.
IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION

A. Sensor Module
Sensor nodes are responsible to collect the
data from environment The collected data are stored
into the storage node. Sensor node has limited storage
capacity. All the sensor nodes should have capability
to collect and store the data at the same time.

B. Storage Node Module
Storage nodes are powerful wireless devices
that are equipped with much more storage capacity
and computing power than sensors. The storage node
collects all data from the sensor nodes. The storage
node allows only the Authorized user to view the
actual value of sensor node data. If any unauthorized
user trying to view the sensor node data, sink detect
misbehave of storage node and the unauthorized user
can able to view the encoded data only.

C. SecureQ Module
SecureQ is a Proto-filter that prevents
attackers from gaining information from both sensor
collected data and sink issued queries. SecureQ also
allows a sink to detect compromised storage nodes
when they misbehave. To preserve privacy, SecureQ
uses a novel technique to encode both data and queries
such that a storage node can correctly process encoded
queries over encoded data without knowing their
values. To preserve integrity, Truth confirmation
algorithm to generate integrity verification information
so that a sink can use this information to verify
whether the result of a query contains exactly the data
items that satisfy the query.
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4) If QUERY RESULT= , the sink can verify
this fact because the item (En2|En2+1)ki in
VERIFICATION OBJECT
should satisfy
the property En2 < a≤b<En2+1

Operations Of SecureQ Proto-filter as a Protocol
1) Select any one of the value from the
original data, which is already stored into
the storage node.
2) Selected data will be computed (any basic
arithmetic operation and it will be
selected randomly) with remaining data.
3) Finally, generating new encoded data set,
which will be viewed by the
Unauthorized user
Operations Of SecureQ Proto-filter as a filter
1) Identify the different types of sensor.
2) Dynamically observe the number of active
sensors in the sensor networks
3) Based on the user request, Dynamically
Storage nodes stimulate the filter to rearrange
the data according to the sensor id.
4) Dynamically SecureQ filter rearrange the data
based on the value of the data.
5) Dynamically storage node sends the accurate
response data to the user with the help of
Proto-filter.
Truth confirmation algorithm
After the sink receives Query Result and
Verification Object , it verifies the integrity of
Query Result as follows. First, the sink verifies
that every item in Query Result satisfies the
query. Second, the sink verifies that the storage
node has not excluded any item that satisfies the
query. Let {(En1-1|En1)ki,…, (Ej-1|Ej)ki ,…, (En21|En2)ki } be the correct query result and Query
Result be the query result from the storage node.
We consider the following four cases.
1) If there exists n1<j<n2 such that ,(Ej-1|Ej)ki
QUERY RESULT, the sink can detect this
error because the items in QUERY RESULT
do not form truth information.
2) If (En1-1|En1)ki
QUERY RESULT, , the
sink can detect this error because it knows the
existence of En1 from (En1|En1+1)ki and En1
satisfies the query.
3) If (En2-1|En2)ki
QUERY RESULT, the sink
can detect this error because it knows the
existence of En2 from the item (En2|En2+1)ki
in VERIFICATION OBJECT and En2
satisfies the query.
Copyright to IJARCCE

D. Sink Module
The sink is the point of contact for users of
the sensor network. Each time the sink receives a
question from a user, it first translates the question into
multiple queries and then disseminates the queries to
the corresponding storage nodes, which process the
queries based on their data and return the query results
to the sink. The sink unifies the query results from
multiple storage nodes into the final answer and sends
it back to the user. Sink can detect compromised
storage nodes when they misbehave.
V. CONCLUSION
We make three key contributions in this paper. First,
we propose SecureQ, a novel and efficient Proto-filter
for handling range queries in two-tiered sensor
networks in a privacy- and integrity-preserving
fashion.SecureQ significantly strengthens the security
of two-tiered sensor networks.SecureQ prevents a
compromised storage node from obtaining a
reasonable estimation on the actual values of sensor
collected data items and sink issued queries. In terms
of efficiency, our results show that SecureQ
significantly
outperforms
prior
art
for
multidimensional data in terms of both power
consumption and storage space. Second, we propose
an single entity,which acts as protocol as well as filter
to preserve privacy and communication cost
respectively Third, we propose a solution to adapt
SecureQ for event-driven sensor networks.
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